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What do people who use our 
services think about Consent?

What are their experiences of 
being asked for consent?



What does Consent mean?
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Awareness of Requirement for Consent
Base: All adults aged 18+; n=1,016

(Q.1a)

Q1a. If a health or social care professional 
recommends any treatment or care for you 

or your child, such as a blood test, operation 
or providing you with home supports, they 

must first seek your consent. Seeking 
consent means asking for your permission or 

agreement. Health care professionals are 
doctors, nurses, physiotherapists or anyone 

else who treats you. Social care 
professionals include social workers, key 

workers, residential home staff or any other 
professionals who provide care for you.

Before today, were you aware of this 
requirement for consent?

66%

34%

Yes

No
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Half of all adults are either frequently/always asked for consent when recommended a treatment by a professional. 

Those aged 55+ are more likely to state their consent is always sought, while younger adults are more likely to be 
unsure about it.

Frequency Consent is Sought
Base: All adults aged 18+; n=1,016

(Q.1b)

32%

18%19%

18%

6%
7%

Always

FrequentlySometimes

Rarely/Never

Does not apply to me

Don’t know/Not sure

18-34: 28%
55+: 37%

18-34: 10%
55+: 5%

Q. Based on your own experience of the 
Irish healthcare system, how often 
would you say that your consent is 
sought by a health or social care 

professional when they recommend a 
treatment, either for you or your child?



What was your Experience of 
being asked for Consent? 
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Views on Consent and Understanding Information
Base: All adults aged 18+; n=1,016

30%

75%80%

25% 18%

68%

22%

AGREE … Feel you can ask 
a professional questions 

about a treatment

AGREE … Given 
enough information

AGREE … Given 
information in a way 
you can understand

70%

AGREE … Use 
plain language

DISAGREE … Told about 
the costs and how 

these should be paid

DISAGREE … Told what 
other ways are available to 
treat or manage a condition

DISAGREE … Given 
sufficient time to 
make a decision 

When accessing healthcare, most people feel they are able to ask questions, are given 
information in a way they can understand it and are given enough information … 

… however, there does seem to be areas that could be improved on, specifically being 
told about costs, alternative treatments and allowing sufficient time to make a decision.

DISAGREE … Avoid 
medical terminology 

and jargon

When receiving information from 
health/social care professionals, 
most people say this is done using 
plain language …

… but there is the potential for 
this understanding to be 
comprised through the use of 
medical jargon.
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Remarkably only 6 in 10 state they were told what the purpose of the treatment was and what it will involve. Side 

effects, benefits, risks and likelihood of success come next at around 3 in 10. Only 1 in 10 say they were told about 
payment options and details of alternative treatments.

What Information Given About the Treatment
Base: All who used a service within past three months and received any information; n=566

(Q.5)

58%

29%

28%

27%

23%

21%

18%

9%

9%

3%

8%

5%

Purpose of treatment and what it will involve

Possible side-effects

Potential benefits/ risks

Likelihood of success

The diagnosis/ prognosis and any uncertainty

Available treatment options, including no treatment

Costs associated with the treatment

Payment options

Details of alternative options

If treatment is experimental or part of research

None of the above

Don't know/ can't recall

Q. Which of the following, if any, were provided to you about the proposed treatment? Please tick all that apply.



How did that make you feel?





How did that affect your 
experience of the service?



What would have helped 
when you were being asked 
for Consent?



Why is Consent important to 
you?



Thank You


